
Descriptions, Voicings, and Examples for
Commonly Heard Chords
In the vast tapestry of music, chords serve as the building blocks that
harmonize melodies and create a captivating soundscape. Understanding
chord descriptions, voicings, and examples is essential for musicians of all
levels, whether they play guitar, piano, or any other instrument. This
comprehensive guide will delve into the intricacies of chords, providing a
solid foundation for your musical journey.

A chord is a combination of three or more notes played simultaneously,
forming a harmonious unit. Each chord has its own unique sound and
function within a musical context. The description of a chord typically
includes its root note, quality, and any extensions or alterations.

The root note is the fundamental tone on which the chord is built. It
determines the chord's overall pitch and tonality. Root notes are typically
represented by capital letters, such as C, F, or G.
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The chord quality refers to its basic harmonic structure. There are three
main chord qualities:

Major chords create a bright, cheerful sound and are often used in
upbeat and happy melodies.

Minor chords have a darker, more somber sound and are commonly
found in blues, jazz, and classical music.

Diminished chords contain a dissonant tritone interval and create a
sense of tension and instability.

Chord extensions are notes added beyond the root, third, and fifth to create
a more complex and sophisticated sound. Common extensions include:

Seventh: Adds a seventh note an octave above the root.

Ninth: Adds a ninth note two octaves above the root.

Eleventh: Adds an eleventh note a fourth above the octave.

Thirteenth: Adds a thirteenth note a sixth above the octave.

Chord alterations involve modifying the intervals within a chord to create a
distinctive sound. Common alterations include:

Suspensions: Delay the resolution of a dissonant interval, such as the
fourth or seventh.

Augmentations: Raise a chord's interval by a half step, creating a
sharper sound.

Diminutions: Lower a chord's interval by a half step, creating a flatter
sound.



Chord voicings refer to the specific arrangement of notes in a chord. The
same chord can have multiple voicings, each creating a unique tonal
character. Factors that influence chord voicings include:

The range of notes used in a voicing determines its overall sound. Close
voicings cluster the notes closer together, creating a denser and more
intense harmony. Open voicings spread the notes further apart, resulting in
a more spacious and airy sound.

The root position of a chord is where the root note is played at the lowest
note. Inversions place the third or fifth in the bass, altering the chord's
voicing and harmonic effect.

Chord inversions occur when a note other than the root is placed in the
bass. The most common inversions are:

First inversion: Third in the bass

Second inversion: Fifth in the bass

Third inversion: Seventh in the bass (for seventh chords)

To solidify your understanding, let's explore some common chords along
with their descriptions, voicings, and examples:

Description: C root, major third, perfect fifth

Voicing: C (root),E (third),G (fifth)

Example: C major chord in "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"

Description: G root, minor third, perfect fifth



Voicing: G (root),B♭ (minor third),D (perfect fifth)

Example: G minor chord in "Hallelujah" by Leonard Cohen

Description: D root, major third, perfect fifth, minor seventh

Voicing: D (root),F# (major third),A (perfect fifth),C (minor seventh)

Example: D7 chord in "Hound Dog" by Elvis Presley

Description: E root, minor third, perfect fifth, major seventh, flat fifth

Voicing: E (root),G (minor third),B (perfect fifth),D (major seventh),D♭
(flat fifth)

Example: Em7(b5) chord in "Them Changes" by Buddy Miles

Description: B♭ root, major third, perfect fifth, major seventh, major
ninth

Voicing: B♭ (root),D (major third),F (perfect fifth),A (major seventh),C
(major ninth)

Example: B♭maj9 chord in "Moon River" by Frank Sinatra

Understanding chord descriptions, voicings, and examples is essential for
expanding your musical horizons and enhancing your creativity. By delving
into the intricacies of chords, you can create harmonious melodies,
evocative progressions, and captivating soundscapes. Remember, practice
and exploration are key to mastering the art of chord playing. Embrace the
beauty and versatility of chords, and let them inspire your musical journey
to new heights.
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